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Abstract. OECD / CSNI organised two Specialists Meetings in the field of plant simulators. With the 
development of the digital computation technology the progress in this field has been fast and there was a 
distinct need for reviewing the current state-of-the-art and the future development. The meeting were hosted 
by the Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT), and they were arranged in 1992 and 1997.  
 
The paper discusses the evolution of the simulator technology and especially modelling of the main systems 
in the simulators used for the operator training and evaluation of the plant characteristics. The model 
development in 1990’ies was rapid due the increased computer capability and an interest towards the severe 
transients and full 3D core neutronic simulation. The analysis models without real time calculation capability 
included a detailed model for the primary circuit, core or containment. The simulator models tried to describe 
the entire plant, but the primary circuit, core and containment were described with a robust, fast running 
model.  
 
After rapid development in the computational speed the detailed analysis models and robust simulator models 
do not need to be considered separately anymore.  But there are new features, which force the simulator 
technology following the development. The hard control panels are replaced by CRT’s, and / or the 
programmable digital technology replaces the analogue automation. The future full-scope simulators are 
replica’s of the CRT control room and programmed automation. Only the process itself is calculated by the 
codes. 
 
One could ask, how with the fast development the state-of-the-art in 1992 and 1997 is useful still in 2008 in 
this fast developing area. One argument may be that understanding the history may help in creating the new 
understanding. And in fact many visions for the future were seen in those meeting. Some of them have been 
realized, some other not.   

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The applications of simulators cover all technology areas like power plants, processes, and vehicles. Even the 
human functions may be simulated like queue formation during shopping, or decision making during a war. Here we 
are restricted only into the nuclear power plant simulators. Earlier the simulators were recognised as training tools 
for operators. Nowadays the scope is much wider.  
 
Still in 1990’ies a separation was done between process analyses and process simulation. It is the best definition 
calling simulators the facilities with a nuclear plant specific user interface. The interface may be realised by CRT’s 
or fixed panels.  
 
The nuclear community has been one of the pioneers in developing the models for plant analyses and operator 
training. Already in 1970’ies the analytical models existed for safety analyses, 3D models for the neutron power 
distributions, transient analysis codes for the plant dynamics and two-phase models for the DBA blowdown. But the 
computers were slow. The real time simulation was possible only with analogue or hybrid computers.  
 
But already in 1980’ies the full scope simulators became common, which were capable for the real time process 
simulation. The main circuits were described with fast running transient codes, the reactor core with a 3-dimensional 
emulation. All process pipelines, automation, instruments and electrical systems were simulated with an accuracy 
needed for the creating signals and measurements for the operator interface. A family of program tools were 
developed for building the simulator software. 
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The TMI-2 accident in 1979 had activated the development of the safety codes to cover more extensively all 
accident conditions. Large LOCA was not possible to be simulated in real time. But small LOCA accident was 
possible to be controlled by the operator and rather soon a family of codes was created for the real time LOCA 
simulation. The development of the severe accident simulation models for the analysis purposes were initiated after 
the TMI-2 accident as well. The Chernobyl accident in 1986 expanded the interest towards the more accurate core 
neutronics.  
 
The speed of computers increased from 0.5 Mflops in 1980’ies up to 1000 Mflops in 2000’ies. 
 
In 2000’ies the nuclear plants had to meet a new reality in the automation area. The entire process and chemical 
industry renewed the automation into digital components and new control rooms were built as CRT based. The 
automation manufacturers stopped producing analogue components. As a consequence large I&C renewal projects 
were necessary. The simulators are already reliable to predict the process behaviour. Now they were needed for 
validating new I&C components additionally. The programming may include human errors, and those need to be 
detected in the tests. Testing of hardware components is more straightforward. 
 
The plant specific full scope simulator in an investment of 20 M€ in 2000’ies. It is clear that use of such a facility needs 
an effective coordination. Over 20 years the worth of the simulator hour is 550 €. The renewal project of the  control 
room automation from analogue components to programmed components and wall panel and panel board concepts costs 
in the range of 100 M€. Even this is such a high investment that the best methods needs to be used for testing. The 
advance in the new development is that nowadays the fullscope simulator may be a replica of the CRT based control 
room and the program modules of the automation may be used directly in the simulator software.  
 
Traditionally OECD / CSNI has actively co-ordinated the area of the safety analysis codes. The follow-up of the 
simulator development has traditionally belonged to other organisations. In order to follow the development and 
understand its new role of the simulators in the nuclear safety, OECD / CSNI organised two Specialists Meetings on 
simulators and plant analysers. The meeting were hosted by the Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT), and 
they were arranged in 1992 and 1997. In the meetings all the papers were invited and international program 
committees (11 members in 1992 and 15 in  1997) of both combined such a profile for the papers that all relevant 
topics were considered. 
 
The first ‘CSNI Specialist Meeting on Simulators and Plant Analyzers’, held June 9-12, 1992, in Lappeenranta, 
Finland. The meeting was organised in collaboration with the Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT) and 
Lappeenranta University of Technology (LTKK). 85 participants from 12 countries participated the meeting, and 40 
invited papers were presented. The meeting was structured into five sessions: 1A: Objectives, requirements and 1B: 
Concepts, II: Analytical models, III: Experiences, and IV: Future. The meeting ended with a panel discussion.  
 
The Second ‘CSNI Specialist Meeting on Simulators and Plant Analyzers’ was held September 29 – October 2, 
1997,  in Espoo, Finland. The Technical Research Centre of Finland hosted the meeting of  90 participants from 17 
countries. 49 invited papers were presented and 7 simulator systems were demonstrated. The meeting was structured 
into six sessions: I: New objectives, Requirements and Concepts, II: Trends in Simulation Technology, III: Training 
and human factor studies using simulators, IV: Modelling techniques, V: Plant analysis applications, and VI: 
Simulator validation and qualification. 
 
The main material of this paper is based on those two Specialist Meeting. The division into chapters follows the structure 
of sessions.  
 
In next chapters diverse simulator related topics are discussed, and the topics are summarised in tables in a compact form.  
Typically the topics related into an individual paper are discussed in a chapter. That is why at the end of the most of the 
chapter the reference in mentioned, similarly as in tables. In the reference the meetings are indicated by I = first in 1992, 
and II = second in 1997, and the paper number applied in Appendices. The papers of the first meeting were [I/1] –[I/40], 
and of the second meeting [II/1] – [II/49]. The proceedings of the both simulator meetings may be extracted from the 
Website of the OECD/NEA-CSNI: : NEA/CSNI/R(1993)11 and NEA/CSNI/R(1997)37  
in http://www.oecdnea.org/html/nsd/docs/indexcsni.html . 
 
 
2. SIMULATOR OBJECTIVES, REQUIREMENTS AND CONCEPTS 
 
The simulator concepts discussed in the meeting are listed in table 1. 
 
The simulators may be divided roughly into four groups: 1. Full Scope Simulators (FSS), 2. Basic Principle 
Simulators (BPS), 3. Partial Scope Simulators (PSS), and 4. Nuclear Plant Analysers (NPA). The FSS has such 
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synonyms as Plant Specific Simulator and Full Replica Simulator. FSS includes the user interface as a control room 
mock-up. The process behaviour in the stationary, transient and accident conditions is simulated with real speed. An 
investment of 20 Mε / 20 years (typical lifetime of a FSS) means 5000 ε/day and 625 ε/simulator hour. FSS is not a 
tool for an individual training, but for the whole operator team. The Basic Principle Simulator (BPS) may describe 
the main function of the plant, or only a subsystem (turbine, generator, feedwater system, core control). The Partial 
Scope Simulator (PSS) has one synonym, Compact Simulator. PSS has several variations. The physical models may 
be same as in the FSS, only the user interface is compressed into one or more CRTs. Then PSS is an individual 
training version of a FSS [I/1]. 
 
Especially in 1980’ies and 1990’ies the training might be given country wide for a single organisation. In 1992 5 
FSS existed for 14 German PWR plants and 2 FSS for BWR plants. Training for 20 plants with 5 FSS was carried 
out in Essen, 1 FSS was located in Karstein and 1 FSS in Brasil. In 1992 PSS’s complemented the training. Plant 
specific full scope simulators were not seen absolutely necessary  due to the high degree of automation in German 
NPPs. In 1997 already 14 FSS were concentrated into Essen for 21 different plants [I/2], [II/12].  
 
The centralised FSS training carried out in a separate company was applied in Sweden as well, where all FSS’s have 
been located at KSU, Nyköping. 
 
The continent wide training policy was followed in USA as well. The thinking model was summarised as follows. 
As the plants become increasingly reliable, the plant operators experience very infrequently even most common 
operational transients, including shutdowns and start-ups.[I/3].  
 
In addition to the nation wide policies, many attractive simulator concepts were presented in 1992 and 1997 
meetings, realised with available computing resources, and attempting to fade out all differences between the real 
plant control room and simulator control room. 
 
The Tihange FSS was extended into a Multi-Function Simulator for training operators with safety parameter display 
systems and plant operation by using the emergency panel. The panel is used when the control room can not be used e.g. 
in the case of a fire [I/4].  
 
 

 
 
Figure 1: A view into the full replica Monju simulator. The basic composition of the FSS training session may be seen. 

The instructor sitting with own control panels activates the simulation, and activates/deactivates malfunctions. The 
trainee’s have only the real plant instrumentation available, no additional information picked form the simulation models 

itself (e.g. no temperatures and void fractions displayed for the nodalization schema). 
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The Sizewell B full scope simulator was an individual solution for the hardware. The system uses parallel processing in 
43 microprocessors (own processor e.g. for core, primary system and steam generator) [I/5].  
 
The Monju simulator included a full replica control room for the FBR type natrium cooled reactor. The full scope 
simulator, named MARS (Monju Advanced Reactor Simulator) was completed in April 1991.  Simulator standard 
ANSI-3.5 criteria were applied in simulator tests, and 282 malfunctions were validated against the reference code. In 
Fig. 1 the operator’s world in the Monju control room is shown [I/9]. 
 
The SIPA simulator pioneered already in 1992 in implementation of advanced simulation models, CATHARE-SIMU 
into a simulator. The plant modelling Man Machine Interface (MMI) is constituted with the SWORD (Software 
Workshop Oriented towards Research and Development) tool. The CATHARE-SIMU is a real time version of the 
basic CATHARE code. The extension of the containment simulation with PAREO and JERICHO, in-vessel SA with 
VULCAIN and aerosol transport with AEROSOLS was under progress in 1992 [I/6]. 
 
The full scope simulator of the Ikata-3 NPP, newest (23rd)  PWR in construction in 1992, was a full replica includes 
possibility for steady state, normal operation and Design Basis Accidents  (CANAC-code, 2T1V=two temperatures, 1 
velocity). The plant has an advanced PWR control room. The simulator hardware specifications include a full replica 
of the control room [I/7]. 
 
The Plant Engineering Visual and Interactive Simulator (PLEVIS) from TOSHIBA offered a compact response to 
those needs, where control room replica or detailed plant modelling is not needed [I/8]. 
 
The RELAP5-based NPA was pioneering tool in the thermohydraulic simulation, as well as the NPA interface in 1992. 
The software included tools for creating online graphics on the nodalization level  [I/10].  ATLAS plant analyzer using 
ATHLET code served as a multi-purpose engineering analysis tool [I/32].  In TEPCO the integral training programs 
were created by using FSS and PSS for BWR and ABWR plants [I/33]. 
 
The interactive graphical simulation tool SGI in Tecnatom was applied for displaying the FSS results by means of high 
resolution colour monitors, Fig. 2. TRAC code calculated the thermohydraulics. The system may be used for training 
operators during the initial training, supporting engineering staff for system modifications, giving insight for the 
maintenance personnel, helps chemistry and radiological personnel during their basic training, assists technical support 
personnel for developing procedures and transient analyses, gives for management staff an overall behaviour of the plant, 
and assists postgraduates for widening their nuclear engineering skills [I/34]. 
 
 

Table 1: Simulator Concepts Vonsidered in the Meetings. 
 

Paper Simulator Type Comment 

I/1 - All Classification of simulators in the paper. 
I/2 German LWR FSS, PSS Training for 20 plants with 7 FSS. PSS complements.  
I/3 U.S. LWR  FSS, PSS Simulators important for maintaining expertise for normal 

operation, and rare severe accidents. 
I/4 Tihange  FSS  New features in the FSS realised with soft panels. 
I/5 SIZEWELL   PWR FSS Marconi concept with 43 parallel microprocessors. 
I/6 SIPA             NPA with 

CATHARE  
Used for training, plant studies and analyses. Advanced 
visualisation. Containment and SA. 

I/7 Ikata-3 PWR FSS PWR with advanced control board. 
I/8 Generic PSS Real time engineering simulator. 
I/9 Monju FBR FSS Simulator for the fast breeder reactor. 
I/10 RELAP-NPA NPA RELAP5 with graphical interface, MELCOR, SCDAP/RELAP, 

FRAP-T6 may be linked as well. 
I/32 ATLAS NPA ATHLET based NPA with graphical visualisation and control 

facilities. Multipurpose tool.  
I/33 TEPCO FSS, PSS Combination of FSS and PSS training courses. 
I/34 Tecnatom FSS support High resolution display from FSS results. 
I/35 EPG-ICAI Orientation  ICAI system for BWR plant operator EPG. 
I/36 APROS NPA  NPA with advanced user interface. 
I/37 
II/31 

IAE-project Super-NPA 
IMPACT 

A super-simulator plant for a 15 years period. 

II/3 Swedish FSS Authority role with respect to simulators  
II/38 RELAP-NPA NPA PAKS plant model created with user interface 
II/39 RELAP-NPA NPA Krsko plant model created with user interface 
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Figure 2: An Example about an Educative User Interface Coupled with an Advanced Primary Circuit Model 
TRACG-BWR using SGI Simulation Tool [I/34]. 

 
An interactive simulator-based education system was used for studying BWR Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPG) 
by using Intelligent Computer Aided Instruction (ICAI) system. The training was supported by the intelligent tutoring  
[I/35]. 
 
The plans for the IAE super-simulator were most challenging including severe accidents, 3D multi-media interface, 
exceeding real time simulation and innovative algorithm for various simulation models. In 1992 the supersimulator was 
under the feasibility study in 1997 more specific plans were presented for this IMPACT super-simulator, see chapter 5 
[I/37], [II/31].  
 
A better real time calculation capability results from the increased speed. In the table 2 only few hardware concepts are 
listed.  Faster calculation may be achieved by faster processors and by parallel processing. This kind of comparison is 
useless in present days, when the computer hardware is renewed every five years. The GOULD and PDP were simulator 
working horses in 1980’ies, but μVax-II with its 1 MIPS capacity was excellent in many PSS’s due its compact size. 
Earlier the computing speed was measured as MIPS and Mflops. In the numerical calculations 1 Mflops corresponded 4 
MIPS. Now the standard units are SPECint and SPECfp.   
 
An interactive graphical simulator was built using the RELAP5-NPA with a co-operation between Tractebel and KFKI-
AEKI [II/38].  In another project Tractabel supported for realising the first version of a plant analyser for the Krsko NPP 
[II/39].  
 
 

Table 2: Simulator Hardware Realisation for Physical Models and Front-End Computer. 
 

Paper Simulator Hardware realisation 
I/5 Sizewell 43 parallel processors 
I/7 Ikata-3 2  * VAX6420 
I/9 Monju 2 * TOSBAC, 5.6 and 9.0 MIPS 
I/11 SAF GOULD 32/87, upgraded to HP720 
I/17, I/34 Tecnatom   CRAY X-MP /14 vectorial computer, 200 Mflops  
I/24 SAF ENCORE 32/8780 
I/25 ATLAS AMDAHL 5870 
II/37 SAPHIR 4*2 Motorola RISC 88100, UNIX, ETHERNET  
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Table 3: User Interfaces described in Specialist Meetings. 
 

Paper Simulator Topics Realisation 

I/7 Ikata-3 Advanced control 
room FSS 

Real plant mock-up wit 11 control board CRT’s, local 
operation with 1 CRT touch panel + 4 CRT, 20 educational 
screens, instructor console with 2 CRT. 

I/8 PLEVIS ABWR PSS Real time plant engineering, process diagrams, instructor 
systems, and logic display shown with graphics. 

I/10 RELAP5-
NPA            

Visualisation Building an educational visualisation of analysis results 
based on the nodalization. 

I /34 SGI Visualisation of 
TRAC 

6 CRT, panel simulation, SPDS, plant computer displays, 
system visualisation. 

 
Some concepts of the user interface realisation have been listed in Table 3.  
 
But what is the state-of-the-art at present. Since 1992 and even since 1997 the picture with simulation concepts of 
has changed drastically. The simulation scope has been expanded into new areas. New application areas have been 
found: continuous process development, programmed automation. The left field in Fig. 3 reflects the ‘up to date’ 
role of simulators in the nuclear (also in the process) industry. The continuous ‘engineering’, ‘operation’ and 
‘research’ are the important stringer feet. The right field makes a new classification for the simulators and their 
software.  
 
The NPA (plant analyser) is a simulator, where usually the accurate analysis (neutronics, thermohydraulics, 
automation, and electronics) is controlled with an advanced user interface. In the plant simulation this means 
numerous process diagrams on different pages, different operator functions may be actuated and process status 
diagnostized by clicking the component mimic. The multifunctional simulator (MFS) in Fig. 3 means concepts, 
where several optional simulation tasks and several application areas are integrated into the same simulator. 
 
 
3. SIMULATOR MODELS 
 
3.1 Platforms and Developmental Tools 
 
Just the full scope training simulators were the areas, where the first platforms and developmental tools existed 
already in 1980’ies. If  the TH circuit is may be described with 100 nodes in a real time model, for the hydraulic 
network at least 1000 nodes needs to be defined, a lot of valves, pumps and heat exchangers between them, but for 
the automation handling at least 10000 signals have to be processed between different automation component and at 
least 2000 electrical signals between electricity generation, delivery and consumption.  
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Figure 3:  Classification of Simulator Tasks and Applications Areas according to the Classification in 2000’ies. 
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The TH nodalization perhaps is compact enough to be given in the form of a traditional input, but for hydraulic, 
automation and electrical networks a special macro language or a graphical interface makes the simulator design 
meaningful.  The platform usually coordinates the execution of different submodels, and it includes the 
developmental tools and the instructor’s operation console. In 1992 rather little integral platforms including 
everything were available. But in 2004 just the platforms have the central role in developing advanced simulators. 
The entire process description may be created in the same session, where the simulation models are selected for the 
specific simulation tasks, and where even the models may be tested against specified requirements. 
 
The simulation development tools and platforms discussed during the simulator meetings are listed in table 4. 
 
The SWORD in 1992 was an efficient tool for creating process (HYTHERNET, hydraulic, thermal and chemistry) 
and control networks (CONTRONET) into the SIPA simulator. The operational workshop comprised 650000 ADA 
-language lines, 100000 C -language lines and 25000 macro Phoenix -lines, and the product development required 
tens of engineering years. The SIPA simulator software for 900 MW and 1300 MW plants was realised with 
1800000 Fortran lines [I/6], [I/20]. 
 
The CATHARE input is generated by using CISO system at EDF. This application may be considered more as a 
pre-processor and post-processor of an advanced TH code [II/6].  
 
The CETRAN includes the graphical instructor’s station, data base program, a tool for hydraulic networks, a tool for 
electrical networks, and a tool for the main system thermohydraulic [I/21].  
 
The ROSE (Real-time Object-Oriented Simulation Environment) provided the software for the generation, integration 
and validation the models for process networks, electrical distribution and control systems control systems. The model 
editor is used for building the link between the defined objects and physical simulation models. The runtime 
environment is used for executing the defined simulation system. The two-phase thermal hydraulic model ANTHEM is 
integrated under the ROSE control [I/31], [II/29]. The ROSE applications have been successful even in the past. 
 
An advanced object oriented software ALICES has been developed by Corys in the cooperation with Tractabel for 
the full simulator software development [II/5]. The AL94 platform by Corys was used for the developing 
multifunctional optimised scope simulators in cooperation with Belgatom [II/14]. 
 
The APROS concept is an integral system, where the process components may be described and linked with the 
physical models through the interactive user interface. After the process has been defined, the simulation may be 
carried out. APROS system provides tools, solutions, algorithms and generic components for use in different 
simulation systems for design, analysis and training purposes. The applications included both fossil and nuclear 
power plants with automation and electrical systems.  The APROS interactive user interface shares the process into 
two levels, process components and calculation level. After the model has been created, the simulation may be 
started without additional compilations. One application is the LOVIISA nuclear plant analyser, which is expanded 
into the full scope simulator together with the control room renovation [I/33], [I/36],  [II/7]. 
 
 

Table 4: Simulator Configuration Tools and Platforms. 
 

Paper Simulator Hardware realisation 
I/6 
I/20 

SWORD Hydraulics network and control system models builder for SIPA. 

I/21 CETRAN A common simulator platforms, graphical instructors station, data base, model 
integration tool. 

I/31 
II/29 

ROSE Graphical system for process networks, electrical distributions and control systems. 
Advanced man-machine interface. 

I/36 
II/7 

APROS Software system for creating simulation models with thermohydraulics, neutronics, 
automation and electric systems. 

II/5 ALICES Advanced object oriented software for the full simulator modelling. 
II/6 CISO Simulator and analysis program interface making possible input generation e.g. for 

CATHARE. 
II/8 General trend Windows NT based system configuration tool. 
II/9 GRASS Graphic system software oriented software 
II/10 Future trend Use of intranet in simulation. 
II/11 GSE model 

builder 
Increase of effectiveness for simulator engineers 

II/14 Corys AL94 tool used for several simulators 
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Figure 4: The simulator Development Platforms, as they are described by the Developers, AL94 from Corys on the 

left [II/14], APROS form VTT / Fortum on the right [II/7]. 
 
 
In 1997 the PC’s were seen as future of the simulator computers, the Windows NT was the top product. The main 
advantages are seen in the availability of well-proven third party tools at costs much lower than in the UNIX world [II/8].  
 
An application for constructing source code directly from a user defined graphic network was described in [II/9].  
 
But the Internet was just breaking through in 1997. But its applicability in the simulator area was foreseen. Network-
wide simulation will be used through the Internet [II/10].  
 
One paper discussed about educating the simulation engineers itself for the simulator projects. The conclusion was that 
the productivity of simulation engineers has steadily increased in accordance with advancing technology [II/11]..   
 
The Leningrad NPP has four RBMK-1000 reactor units. Making a full scope simulator for the plant was a challenge. 
Steam is produced in 16000 pressure tubes, the core wide neutron flux is fluctuating continuously, the on-line 
refuelling is possible and the plant computer system is complex [II/15]. 
 
The summary written in 1997 concluded that the impact of the object-oriented approach in software development has 
reached simulator development. Strong efforts are seen to provide standard interfaces to reuse models written in different 
styles and languages. According to the general trend in migrating applications to Windows NT (now Windows XP), the 
first simulators are appearing on a PC-basis. For the future, the direction of client-server architectures, which has already 
been realised in some plant analyser applications, will be taken further to distribute simulations on the Internet.  As the 
future trend it was seen that the efforts are directed towards providing homogeneous modelling environments.  
 
 
3.2 Thermohydraulics 
 
The development of the simulator platforms has been rather much related to the large amount of hydraulic network 
(pipelines with pumps, heat exchangers, valves), automation component and electrical circuit data needed to be 
described in full scope simulators. The tools for making TH input for the primary and secondary7 side through an 
interactive user interface have became rather late.  
 
Still the most important question in the real time simulation of nuclear processes is the computer time consumed by 
the main circuit thermohydraulics for the circuits itself and for the multi-channel core. In 1997 and mostly yet at 
present, the thermohydraulics is based on 1-dimensional solution of two-phase equations. The equations handled 
traditionally in real rime models are listed in Table 5. 
 
The complete two-phase characteristics is described in the two-fluid model by equations 1-6. The solution may 
include convergence difficulties, which is related to the interfacial momentum transfer  in Eq. 3 and 4.  Close the 
sharp void gradients on the water level extra accelerators may be needed for the phase separation. The numerical  
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Table 5: Basic Equations for the Two-Phase Flow Calculation. 
 

Nr. Equation Meaning 
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A flow area [m²], Co drift flux constant (-), g  gravity constant [9.81 m/s²] , h   enthalpy [J/kg]. j superficial velocity [m/s], 
p pressure [N/m²], q heat flux per volume [W/m3], s inflow or outflow per volume [kg/m3s], t time [s], Vgj  drift flux 
velocity,  z axial coordinate [m], α void fraction [-],  ρ density [kg/m3], θ inclination form the vertical direction [rad]. 
Subscripts: e = external, g = gas, i = interface, l = liquid, m = mixture 

 
 
solution may be based on parallel solution of all six equations. Rather seldom two-fluid models are programmed 
from scratch into the simulators. Instead if this approach has been searched, the real time version has been speeded 
up from the system code (CATHARE, RELAP5, and TRAC). 
 
In the five equation model drift flux solution the equations 1,2,7,8,5,6 are solved. A CPU –economic solution may 
be achieved by a serial solution of: 1. pressure  – mixture velocity,  2. void fraction prediction – phase mass flow 
rates, 3. energy –phase densities, 4. explicit integration of mass conservation. This approach has been popular in real 
time full scope simulators in 1990’ies.  
 
The thermohydraulic models presented in simulator meeting are summarised in Table 6. 
 
The TRIP code presented in the 1992 meeting belongs to the category of simplified models: it describes mainly 
single-phase situations and when two phase mixture appears, simplified equilibrium representation is used. The 
model is used for operational and accidents for PWR and PIUS reactors [I/13]. The ACSL (Advanced Continuous 
Simulation Language) was developed for easy definition of reactor components for neutronics, reactor coolant 
system, secondary side, feedwater system, pressurizer and control system for the PWR transient simulation with 
single phase loop TH [I/14]. 
 
The SAF software using the TRACAS code in the FRAMATOME 4 loop plant simulator belongs to the 5-equation 
category. The plant nodalization included 54 nodes [I/11].  
 
In 1997 the new simulator SAPHIR was developed by Framatome for the French N4 reactor type. Advanced codes, like 
TRACAS for the primary circuit and GVAXIAL for the secondary side of the steam generator, are used for main 
systems of the main systems. The SAPHIR simulator workshop contained HYDRAULIX tool for fluid networks, 
ELECTRIX tool for electrical networks, and CONTROLIX for I&C networks [II/37].  
 
The SIPA plant analyser was the pioneer by applying analysis model (CATHARE-SIMU) for thermohydraulics. The 
original CATHARE has been speeded up for the real time simulation, and in 1992 real time computation by 0.5 s 
timesteps was possible. For the validation 33 plant specific acceptance tests were defined. Already in 1992, the work 
for the SIPA simulator could be considered as a guideline for the future code development [I/6], [I/18].  
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Figure 5: An Original Nodalization is the First Approach for the Primary Loop Process Picture. 
Here visualisation of the TRAC-PWR nodalization [I/17]. 

 
 
The ATLAS nuclear plant analyser was the third example on the plant analyser using advanced code, ATHLET for 
thermohydraulics. In 1992 the code solved 5-equation thermohydraulics, later the two-fluid model [I/25] 
 
The use of TRACS was another example on the use of an advanced model in the plant analyser. The code was a 
speeded version of the analysis code TRAC (TRAC-PF1 for PWR and TRACG for BWR). The Tecnatom training 
simulators was upgraded with advanced models (MAS) based on the TRAC code. By using high resolution graphics 
informative visualisations of the nodalization are possible, Fig. 5 [I/17]. Later the TRACPWR-RELAP5 was 
integrated into the Tecnatom simulator. For the simulation optionally TRACPWR or RELAP5/Mod3 may be selected 
[II/32]. 
 
 

Table 6: Thermohydraulic Mmodels for Primary Systems. 
 

Paper Simulator Code Comment 
I /6 
I/18 

SIPA  CATHARE-
SIMU 

Real time code modified from CATHARE. No independent 
validation needed. 

I /7 Ikata-3 CANAC II 4-equation TH-model, drift flux 
I /11 
II/37 

SAF 
SAPHIR        

TRACAS 
GVAXIAL 

Real time, 5-eq. drift flux model, primary and secondary 
side separately. 

I /12 PWR and BWR 
simulators 

SMABRE 5-eq. drift flux mode, used for analysis and simulator TH, 
independent validation  

I / 13 PWR and PIUS TRIP 3-eq. homogeneous transient code 
I /14 West-h. PWR ACSL Simulator generation language 
II/30 Doel  FSS model Mid-loop operation upgraded 
I / 17 
II/32 

Tecnatom PWR, 
BWR 

TRACS Simulation code based on TRAC. Validation against PWR 
and BWR versions.  

II/33 NPA APROS Two fluid and drift flux models available 
II/34 GSE THEATRE Adjustment for BWR steam separators 
I / 22 
II/29 

PWR and BWR 
simulators 

ANTHEM 5-equation drift flux model, nice visualisation displays 

I /25 ATLAS ATHLET ATHLET 5-equation model 1992, analysis code with a 
simulator type interfaces. 

I/40 GSE RETACT Fast running TH model, 5 eq. drift flux 
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The SMABRE code is based on the 5-equation thermohydraulics. The phase separation was solved by the drift flux 
mode. The validation of codes included separate effects and integral tests [I/12].  
 
The code ANTHEM as well is based on the 5-equation thermohydraulics and the phase separation was solved by the 
drift flux mode. In the PWR validation the results from the OTIS facility were used and in the BWR validation the 
results from the FIST facility. The visualisation of the plant parameters was done using the TIGERS graphical 
environment [I/22]. In 1997 the integration of the ANTHEM code into the ROSE environment was reported. [II/29].  In 
2004 the TH model is called ANTHEM2000. 
 
Not only the LOCA type of accidents are challenging for the simulator thermohydraulics. It is highly important that 
operator may be trained for the entire plant start-up and shutdown. In the PWR plants with vertical SG’s one essential 
operation phase is the mid-loop operation, with reactor vessel cover removed, pressurizer manhole open, intermediate 
leg connected open out, reactor water level filling half of the hot leg and reactor core developing decay heat (see CSNI 
ISP-38 standard problem). The adaptation of the mid-loop operation model into the Doel plant FSS was successful   
[II/30].  
 
In the APROS thermohydraulic model the user may select between the 5-eq. and 6-eq. models for the thermohydraulics. 
In 1997 the 6-eq. model could not run in real time, only the 5-eq. model. In the code development parallelization of 
testing procedures has been utilised. [II/33]   
 
The THEATRE code has been used by the GSE for BWR simulator thermohydraulics. The model is based on five 
conservation equations, and using the drift flux model solves the phase separation. The code is working together 
with the 3D-diffusion model REMARK used for the neutronics. In 1997 the steam separator modelling experiences 
were reported. [II/34] 
 
Following conclusions were done from the presentations in 1997 related to the TH modelling. For later future one 
could expect from fast progress in computer technology that future simulators and plant analysers use directly the 
conventional codes for their physical modelling. In such case assessment will be covered in the code development 
phase and will not be needed for the simulator. 
 
 
3.3 Neutronics 
 
The loading analyses and need for the reactor transient analyses forced just the reactor core (neutronics and 
thermohydraulics) simulation into highly accurate simulation already in 1970’ies. The stationary 3D-neutron flux 
distribution was possible to be calculated very accurately. But for reactor transient simulations 1D was only 
possibility. The transient dynamics codes based on the 3D-core simulation were developed mainly in 1990’ies. The 
stationary BWR core simulation means all fuel elements (500 – 1000 elements) calculated in the radial directions, 
with 10 – 25 axial nodes. For BWR reactors 25 axial nodes are typically needed due to the void profile. 
 
In the simulator area the reference has been all the time in accurate analyses codes, and approaches have been 
searched for the speeding up the calculations of several days into the real time scale. The strategy may be clarified 
on the basis of the table 7. In the full 3D dynamic analysis the equations 1 – 4 are solved, for all spatial points and 
by integrating the time dynamics. But usually the accuracy based on radial discretization points, as one per fuel 
element is not sufficient. Due to large power differences between neighbouring elements the nodal expansions are 
used for getting the neutron flux distribution inside the element included into the average values as well. In addition 
to that for the fast transients perhaps three point time integration procedures are needed. The feedback to the neutron 
power is calculated for control rods, fuel temperature (Doppler), moderator density, void fraction, liquid zones 
(CANDU), chemical shim (boron), and core poisoning (Xe and Sm).  
 
The typical solution includes following phases inside the core wide iteration: 1. searching neutronic data (all nodes), 
2. solving core thermohydraulics (all channels, sweep from bottom), 3. defining new coupling coefficients between 
neighbouring core cells (horizontal and vertical direction, with the effect from the nodal expansion), 4. making core wide 
neutronic iteration step (with frozen coupling coefficients) and 5. solving the equations for the delayed neutron 
precursors (all nodes).  
 
3D neutronics simulation has existed in full scope simulators since 1980. One simplification may be done by separating 
the spatial and dynamic terms, Eq. 6 in table 7, and solving stationary flux shape functions, Eq. 7 and 8, with a long time 
steps interval, by solving radial distribution only for each control rod groups, by solving the power amplitude with short 
timesteps (point kinetic solution), the real time solution is possible. The TH is needed to be solved separately for all 
channels with control rods for the BWR core. For the PWR core more coarse radial thermohydraulics may be applied. 
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Table 7: Basic Equations for the Neutronic Calculation. 
 

Nr. Equation Meaning 

1 
( )

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )trStrStrtttrtD
t

tr
tv dfa ,,1,,,1

112111
1

1

+−=ΦΣ+Σ+Φ∇⋅∇−
∂

Φ∂
β  Fast neutron flux 

2 

( )
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )trttrttrtD
t

tr
tv a ,,,,1

1122222
2

2

ΦΣ=ΦΣ+Φ∇⋅∇−
∂

Φ∂  
Thermal neutron flux 

3 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )trttrttrS ff ,,, 22111 ΦΣ+ΦΣ= νν  Fission neutron source 

4 ( ) ( )trCtrS
j

jjd ,, ∑= λ  
Delayed neutron source 

5 ( ) ( ) ( )rfrfr II+=Φ 11 , ( ) ( ) 022 =+∇ rfB II , ( ) ( ) 022 =−∇ rfB IIII   Nodal expansion of 
equations 

6 ( ) ( ) ( )tArRtr ×=Φ ,  Separation of spatial and 
dynamic terms 

7 ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) 01
1111112111 =ΦΣ+ΦΣ+ΦΣ+Σ−Φ∇⋅∇ rrrrD ffa νν

λ
 

Stationary formulation for 
the fast neutron flux 

8 ( )( ) ( ) ( ) 01122222 =ΦΣ+ΦΣ−Φ∇⋅∇ rrrD a  Stationary thermal neutron 
flux 

C concentration of delayed neutrons [1/cm3], D diffusion coefficient [cm], R spatial distribution for the neutron flux [-],  S 
neutron source [1/cm3/s], T amplitude function for the neutron flux [1/cm3/s], β delayed neutron fraction [-], λ decay 

constant [1/s], Φ  neutron flux [1/cm2/s], Σ neutron cross section [1/cm], 2
IB fundamental mode buckling [1/cm2], 

2
IIB transient mode buckling [1/cm2], ( )rf I  fundamental mode flux, ( )rf II  transient mode flux.  Subscripts: 1 = fast 

flux, 2 = thermal flux, 12 = thermalization, a = absorption, d= delayed 
 
 
The models presented during the meetings are summarised in table 8. 
 
Before 1992 the neutron physics in many simulators was more developed in simulators and plant analysers than in 
conventional T/H codes, because 1D axial, dynamic solution and some level 3-dimensionality were a minimum 
requirement in many simulators.  
 
The core model in the Ikata-3 FSS included quite large core nodalization, 30 axial nodes, for the newest PWR plant 
(23rd). Detailed modelling is regarded for the Control Rod Driving System and 3D neutron dynamics with 30 axial nodes, 
and 3D neutron dynamics is displayed.  [I/7] 
 
Coupling of QUABOX with ATHLET was presented. In fact GRS has long traditions in coupling 3D core models into 
the ATHLET code. The other codes have been BIPR-8 from Kurchatov Institute, DYN3D from FZR Rossendorf and 
KIKO-3D from KFKI. But these are codes for analysis purposes, not for the real time simulation [II/23]. 
 
 

Table 8: Reactor Neutronics Models. 
 

Paper Simulator Code Comment 

I/7 Ikata-3 - 2-group diffusion model, 30 axial mesh points, 3D neutron dynamics 
I/19 PWR, PHWR  COMET 3D, multinodal core model, equivalent theory, combines fine mesh 

and coarse. 
II/23 Analysis code QUABOX in 

ATHLET 
3D, core model, two-group model coupled internally with the 
ATHLET thermohydraulics. 

II/24 PWR PANTHER 3D, core model, two-group model coupled through the SCORPIO 
interface into the simulator. 

II/25 PWR THOR 3D, 1.5 group model based on the RAMONA-3 model. 
II/26 Analysis code TRAB-3D, 

HEXTRAN 
3D, core model, based on the nodal expansion method, coupled in 
parallel with SMABRE.  

II/27 Plant analyser APROS 3D-core model, based on discretized volumes is coupled directly with 
the APROS thermohydraulics.  

II/35 GSE 
simulators 

SIMULATE-3R The speed-up of the widely used core design code has succeeded for 
a real time simulator code. 
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Figure 6: Reactor core and 3 loop PWR visualisation by using ROSE (poor colours here due to a dark original).  Close 

the reactor core red is a popular colour, indicating high temperatures. Blue colour, instead,  tells the existence of the 
subcooled water [I/22] 

 
 
PAHTHER is a 3D core model, two-group model coupled externally through the SCORPIO interface into the 
simulator. This kind of applications are often used for giving additional information for plant operators, in this case for 
the Sizewell plant. The externally coupled codes are one possibility to bring the complexity related to the reactor core 
into the operator training both in the simulators and in the control rooms during shift. [II/24]. 
 
THOR is a 3D, 1.5 group model based on the RAMONA-3 model. The PWR and BWR core are described typically 
by 2200 nodes, on 12 axial levels. The thermohydraulics is presented for the BWR core with 5 fuel and 1 bypass 
channels. The PWR core is presented traditionally by 1 fuel channel and 1 bypass channel. The code may be used for the 
real time simulation [II/25]. 
 
The a fully dynamic nuclear reactor kinetics model (COMET) was an example on effort done on core physics to fulfil 
simulators real time computation requirement but at the same time be able to 3D analyses. The model was validated by a 
series of benchmarks, and was applied successfully to existing (PWR and PHWR) configurations. The 3D model 
applies the modern equivalence theory to the time dependent diffusion equations solved for the coarse nodes in 
order to approximate the solution for fine meshes. Together with ANTHEM thermohydraulics the COMET has been 
installed in the simulators through the ROSE interface. In Fig. 6 the result for the reactor vessel and core simulation 
are demonstrated [I/19], [I/22]. 
 
TRAB and HEXTRAN are 3D core models, based on the nodal method, operating with own thermohydraulics in the 
core regime, but coupled in parallel with SMABRE thermohydraulics for the loops. TRAB and HEXTRAN codes 
are aimed only for analysis purposes, not for the real time simulation [II/26]. 
 
In the APROS NPA the 3D core model, based on discretized volumes is coupled directly with the thermohydraulics 
[II/27].  
 
Together with faster computers and optimised solution the 3D-analysis model SIMULATE-3K was  made to calculate 
the core characterics in real time. The modifications concern real-time computation, using parallelization techniques. The 
parallelized tasks were applied for 1. neutron data evaluation in an axial plane, 2. neutron flux iteration in nodes, 3. 
fission source update in nodes, 4. delayed neutrons in nodes, 5. thermohydraulics in channels [II/35]. 
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The core neutronic models were not extensively presented in the meetings. One reason may be that the Program 
Committees were thermohydraulics oriented. Another reason may be that still in 1997 the gap between accurate 
analysis codes and real time simulation codes was large. 
 
 
3.4 Simulation of Auxiliary Systems and Special Features 
 
In 2000’ies training of the operators for the severe accident phenomena has been developed gradually towards interactive 
simulation tools. In 1997 the training was possible only by using the visualisation tools for the results of severe accident 
codes.  
 
Another area considered only in a cursory way is the containment simulation. The containment models have been existed 
in the simulators already since 1980’ies, and in the case of a LOCA the release has been possible to be seen. With a 
refined containment model even the section of  the LOCA occurrence has been possible to be defined from the local 
temperature measurements. But the containment models in simulators were not considered in the simulator meetings. 
 
In this chapter the simulation topics are discussed, which do not belong into the previous chapters of platforms, 
thermohydraulics or neutronics. The models discussed here are listed in table 9. 
 
One trend in simulator meetings was the promises for severe accident training in the future. Improvement of the SIPA 
simulator was planned by using PAREO for the containment behaviour, and hydrogen simulation, and ESCADRE for 
severe accidents in 1992 [I/6]. 
 
In 1997 new simulation capabilities could be presented for the GRS-developed ATLAS plant analyser: RALOC and 
WECHSL for the containment behaviour and MELCOR for the severe accident simulation [II/21]. 
 
Related to the upgrading the Ikata-3 simulator the control system model (POL) and process network model (NODE/LIN) 
was upgraded [I/7]. 
 
The description of fuel rod analysis code (TRANSURANUS) made possible the detailed fuel rod studies by using core 
parameters as a  boundary condition [I/15]. 
 
The Eurosim (GSE now) compact simulator used SCOVE for the containment. Many physical phenomena can not be 
simulated in detail in the real time simulators. Then best solution may be extracting simplified models from the analysis 
results or from the more complex codes. The JAPC simulator was upgraded by new feature including among others the 
treatment of noncondensable gases, hydrogen and oxygen generation (radiolysis, metal, water, reactions). [I/28] 
 
The OECD Halden Prohect experiences emphasised the importance of pre-diagnose and knowledge basis tools as 
support to operators work, feedback coupling to measurements and calculations (application of 3-D core) coupled with a 
good measurement system. DISKET is designed for aiding operators for diagnosing disturbances.  SCORPIO is a 
core surveillance system. CYGNUS is the core simulator, where the aim is building a fast running, but accurate 
solution tool [I/29]. 
 
 

Table 9: Models for other Systems than Thermohydraulics and Neutronics. 
 

Paper Simulator Code Comment 
I/6 SIPA  SA codes SA in-vessel and containment phenomena. 
I/7 Ikata-3     POL Control system and process network models. 
I/15 - Transuranus Fuel rod thermal and mechanical analysis module. 
I/28 JAPC SCOVE 

 
New models for noncondensibles, radiolysis, metal water reaction, 
containment flammability. 

I/29 Halden Codes Standalone codes for system diagnostics.  
I/40 GSE ARTSAS 

 
Severe accident simulation features upgraded into S3-Technology 
(now GSE) simulators 

II/21 ATLAS SA codes MELCOR, RALOC and WECHSL installed into the ATLAS NPA 
II/22 Garona MAAP PSS based on MAAP for developing SAMG procedures 
II/28 Ansaldo GOTHIC 

CFX 
Hydrogen mixing and recombination in containment 
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A challenging plan existed at S3-Technology (GSE now) for implementing of the severe accident features were 
planned for the ARTSAS simulator. The new code simulates LOCA events before the core heatup, reactor core 
uncovery, cladding oxidation, release of the radioactivity, release (generation) of noncondensable gases, clad 
ballooning, flow blockage in the core, degraded core heat transfer and steam generation, release of volatile fission 
products, core melt and relocation, corium progression in the reactor core, hydrogen generation, and core recovery 
including quenching and refill after coolant injection through upper plenum or lower plenum [I/40]. 
 
An Interactive Graphic Simulator for Garolia Nuclear Power Plant was developed based on the MAAP code. The 
application made possible testing Severe Accident management Guidelines (SAMG) [II/22]. 
 
The paper from the Pisa University addressed the modelling of Hydrogen Mixing and catalytic recombination in 
containment atmosphere. In the work the Eulerian GOTHIC code was coupled with Navier Stokes CFD code CFX4.1 
for giving boundary conditions [II/28].  
 
 
3.5 Model Qualification 
 
In any case the simulator is a collection of so many separate models that the stand-alone validation of the individual 
models does not guarantee the functioning of the integrated system that is why the simulator validation is a thorough 
process. Here the validation of the FSS is considered. The acceptance test of the FSS is a very systematic procedure, 
where all simulator functions are verified.   One standard exists for acceptance of the process models in the simulators, 
called ANSI-3.5. In the past the standard has not updated, however. That is why most of the testing procedures reflect 
more the actual training needs and the important FSAR results. The classical ANI-3.5 acceptance criteria is:  
 

- < 5 % is required for the plant parameters in the stationary or quasi-stationary state 
- in transients the parameter trend must be realistic 
- the simulation errors are smaller than are recognised by the operator. 

 
The comparison is done against the measured plant data, analyses calculated for the FSAR reports or other accepted 
analysis tools for the plant. The comparison is recommended to be done against the predefined parameters, and the most 
important parameters in comparisons are: 
 

- reactor power 
- primary pressure 
- secondary pressure (PWR) 
- pressurizer level 
- core inlet flow 
- core inlet temperature 
- core exit temperature (PWR, BWR saturated) 
- pressurizer level (PWR) 
- steam generator levels. 

 
Table 10 summarises the transient or accident types mentioned in the simulator testing procedures during the 1992 and 
1997 simulator meetings.  In Table 11 the testing procedures discussed are listed. 
 
The testing procedure for Doel and Tihange simulators could be considered as one of most comprehensive simulator 
testing defined procedure. The development steps and systematic data collection included: 1. Technical specification, 
2. Plant data collection,  3. Software development, 4. Separate and integral software testing, 5. Acceptance and 
qualification. The software testing was based on the ANSI-3.5 standard, and followed, comparison with RELAP5-
results for transients. A typical validation included a comparison for 50 parameters [I/4] , [I/16].  
 
The validation of the TRACG based simulator of Tecnatom PWR and BWR simulators could be considered as another 
example on careful simulator validation, where both instructor experience, design documentation, safety analysis studies 
(FSAR), and transient benchmarks calculated with TRAC-PF1/MOD1 (PWR) and TRACG (BWR) [I/17]. 
 
In the Fermi2 upgrade is an example on implementing new process network, controller and thermohydraulic software 
into existing simulator. [I/30] 
 
The paper [II/46] described the requirements, features and validation of a 3D core model for four nuclear power plants 
with Siemens reactor control and protection systems, which consist of three staggered systems acting on the control rods 
imposing very stringent requirements on the core and primary coolant system simulation models.  
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Table 10: Transients and Accidents used for Simulator Testing (P=PWR, B=BWR). 
 

Event P B Essential features in the testing 
Plant shutdown * * Complex procedure, most challenging test 
Plant startup * * Complex procedure, most challenging test 
Reactor trip * * Pressure, PZR/Vessel level, SEC pressure 
Blackout * * Core uncovery / heatup, pressure 
Transition to natural circulation *  RCP speed decay, natural circulation flow 
Loss of grid * * Effect of generator load drop 
Total loss of FW * * SG / Vessel level drop, PRI heatup 
Loss of FW with PORV open *  TMI-2 type scenario, accident management 
Turbine trip *  * Core power reduction, BWR power peak 
Pump trip with rotor seizure * * Core flow, DNB margin 
Control rod bank withdrawal * * Power transient, radial core power profile 
Control rod ejection * * Rapid dynamic 3D neutronics 
MSIV rapid closure  * Pressure / power / core void dynamics 
PZR heater / spray test *  Check against known plant data 
Boron dilution *  Boron front, effect on core power 
Load (power demand) follow  * * Controller dynamics, core power history  
SBLOCA (0.5”-15 “ PWR)  *  1φ-NC, 2φ-NC, Pri pressure, coolant mass 
LBLOCA (100 %, 2*100 %) *  Simulation capability test 
SBLOCA with failed HPI * * Initial phase of SA, core heatup timing  
Loss of instrument air * * Proper modelling of the air system 
Steam line break * * Depressurization,PRI (PWR) cooling 
Primary – secondary leak *  SG level, SEC pressure, SEC SV opening 
ATWS after loss of feedwater *  Extreme test for core and TH model 

 
 
The paper [II/47] described the use of SIPA 2 simulator for expert training, development of accident management aids 
and safety studies between 92-96. The extensive use resulted in many proposals for simulator model development and 
qualification, applicable to many similar systems such as multifunctional simulators.  
 
The paper [II/48]  describes the verification and validation program for 11 simulators (both full-scope and analytical) for 
Soviet-designed nuclear reactors in Russia and Ukraine. One simulator for the RBMK reactor, 5 for VVER-1000 and 3 
for VVER-440 plants. The program includes V&V (verification and validation) course for the NPP staff. 
 
The paper [II/49]  describes an interactive graphical analyser based on RELAP5/Mod 3.2 -NPA. The model describes 
the R5 model of a PWR, including primary coolant system, steam generators, secondary system up to turbine and 
condenser, and the feed water system. The relevant protection and control systems are included.  
 
Quite a significant number of FSS simulation software are using thermal hydraulic models which are simplified 
models compared to the state-of-art models developed world wide in the advances T/H codes. Only in plant 
analysers the advanced codes (SIPA in France, TRAC in Spain, RELAP in several NPA projects) are. Thus the 
validation of the simulators codes is a challenginv task during the acceptance test of the simulators. 
 
 

Table 11: Simulator Testing Procedures discussed. 
 

Paper Simulator Comment 
I/4 
I/16 

Doel, Tihange  Well-defined simulator development steps and systematic data collection steps, 
RELAP5-comparison, ANSI-3.5. 

I/17 Tecnatom  Systematic test for TRAC –based simulator code TRACG. 
I/30 Fermi             BWR-6 simulator upgraded with the CETRAN-platform 
II/47 SIPA Testing against CATHARE, e,g, for LOCA 
II/48 11 Soviet A V&V (verification and validation) program was defined 
II/49 RELAP5-NPA Validation with real plant data, RT, LOFW,TT, MSI  
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4. SIMULATOR EXPERIENCES IN TRAINING AND PLANT ANALYSES 
 
Several examples are given on experience feedback in training related to start up of new plants, plant modifications, 
and significant events. The table 12 summarised the experiences presented in the meeting. 
 
In EDF the operator training combines 1. Basic principle and part task simulators for improving the basic 
understanding,  2. nine FSS for 900 Mwe and 1300 Mwe plants, 3. the multifunctional simulator coupled to the expert 
system and allowing self-training, and 4. the SIPA simulator using the CATHARE code analysis. [I/23] 
 
The multipurpose multiplant analyser SAF was used for the basic training of engineers, for the system design and 
optimisation. The simulator model was based on the TRACAS code. The user interface includes 8 operator CRT’s 
and an instructor’s station [I/24]. 
 
The simulator implementation in EDF has included several steps of: at first (1980 - 85 design) full-scale simulators, 
based on DEFI-2 thermal hydraulic codes, about ten years later SIPA (and the SIPACT's) and Fessenheim and Bugey 
full scale simulators, based on the CATHARE-Simu and CATHARE 1 thermal hydraulic codes, allowing in particular to 
simulate large breaks. New simulators were based on CATHARE 2. The strategy in the project is depicted in Fig. 7 
[II/40].  
 
 

Table 12: Training Experiences discussed. 
 

Paper Simulator Topics Comment 
I/2 KWU, FSS  Training content Theoretical, practical and simulator training 
I/3 NUMARC        Training trends New focus, Human factors research, future trends 
I/23 
II/40 

EDF PWR 
simulator strategy    

Facilities, programs Combination of basic principle and part task simulators, full 
scope simulators, multifunction simulator and SIPA 
simulator.  

I/24 Framatome SAF NPA Basic training, system study, and operation procedures with 
the same simulator.  

I/25 
I/32 

ATLAS NPA BWR plant model was studied the NPA. 
NPA as a multipurpose engineering tool.  

I/26 U.S. training INPO experiences Combination of operation experience, self-critics by the 
crew, and site simulators best.  

I/27 Essen 
PWR III 

Accident 
management 

Severe accident management procedures upgraded into the 
simulator.  

I/33 TEPCO BWR Combination of FSS and PSS. 
I/38 U.S. for SA 

simulation 
SA management Creating emergency plans has to be expanded towards the 

severe accident training.  
I/39 U.S. for SA 

simulation 
SA training Trend towards SA simulation exists. The operator has limited 

instruments to follow. 
II/12 Essen Training A systematic training content was described.  
I/29 
II/2 
II/17 

HAMMLAB MMI Systematic program for man-machine studies. 
With new control rooms new needs. The new HAMMLAB 
2000 with new simulators.  

II/3 Swedish General need Role of regulatory in simulator training 
II/4 SAMOA-2 Operator aids Implementation of AM tools in progress. 
II/13 Tractabel RELAP5-NPA Multifunction use of the RELAP5 based NPA 
II/14 Corys PSS VVER-1000, RBMK-1500, BN600,Krsko NPP, VVER-440 

simulators realised 
II/15 Leningrad FSS FSS simulator project completed 
II/16 Leningrad MMI New FSS used for MMI improvements 
II/18 TEPCO NPA Research simulator for human factors 
II/19 PSS, ICS Self training ABIS language code for simulation of instructor skills in self-

training 
II/20 Spanish PSA method PSA technique 
II/36 
II/21 

ATLAS NPA Extension with RALOC for containment and MELCOR for 
severe accidents. 

II/41 Dole DIMOS Validation of the process supervision and monitoring.  
II/42 CAMS Expert tool Tracking and diagnosis simulator concept . 
II/43 LEGO Expert tool Intelligent accident diagnosis tool. 
II/44 Jose Canberra AM Simulation strategy in AM definition. 
II/45 Loves Revision APROS used for Loves plant revision. 
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Figure 7:  Strategy of the Simulator Development in the SCAR Project. 
 
 

For the ATLAS applications a BWR model was created including 91 control volumes, 109 flow paths and 178 heat slabs. 
[I/25].  The ATLAS NPA serves as a multipurpose engineering analysis tool for [I/32]. 
 
In presentation the INPO experiences it was emphasised that he integration of plant and industry experience in the 
training program is extremely valuable. Self-critique is an effective means of improving the performance of an operating 
team. In real life the plant operators experience very infrequently even most common operational transients, including 
shutdowns and start-ups [I/26].  
 
In Germany (Essen) accident management measures (primary and secondary feed and bleed) for preventing the accident 
progression towards the severe accident were implemented. The training of these cases in a full scope simulators was  
seen necessary [I/27]. 14 full scope simulators were concentrated into Essen for simulating 21 different plants [II/12]. 
 
In TEPCO the training combines full scope simulators, and compact simulator. Problems have been seen with a too 
low training frequency.  More complex procedures with advanced automation require new thinking [I/33]. 
 
For U.S. plants following facilities or programs existed in 1992 for making emergency plans: 1. Emergency 
facilities, 2. Data collection systems, 3. Emergency operating procedures, 4. New telecommunication to reach off-
duty personnel, 5. Accredited training programs, 6. Drills and exercises for testing. For severe accidents new 
guidelines were seen necessary [I/38]. 
 
The organisation being active in arranging simulator-related courses, SCS, indicated in 1992 that the development has 
started for implementing severe accident modules into simulators. But real plant measurements can give only limited 
information on existing state [I/39]. 
 
In the HAMMLAB simulator facility of the OECD Halden Project especially the operator interface in the simulators is 
studied. The work was very active already in 1992. Now the control room renewal presumes a new understanding for the 
man-machine communication. In 1997 of Halden focused rather much the new development in the simulator area:  
 
A) In the human-machine study the studied areas are the human factors, operator cognition and info processing, test of 

operator support systems, 
B) In the info presentation the areas are the navigation of the process status, navigation problems, construction of 

overview displays and alarm displays.  
C) In the area of the interactive visual simulation virtual reality is studied;  how to tell the reality. 
D) In the area of the plant surveillance and support the core surveillance systems have been developed. 
E) The new control room environments are studied in the HAMMLAB-2000 laboratory, with PWR and BWR full 

scope simulator program software. [I/29] [II/2],  [II/17] 
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The SKI’s perspectives on NPP simulator applications' (SKI) considered the regulatory role in the NPP simulator 
applications. Traditionally the focus of interest of the regulatory bodies has lain on three major topics: the operator 
training, the safety analyses using advanced plant analysers and the procedures for preparedness and emergency 
operating procedures [II/3]. 
 
Another future area, related to the severe accident training, was clarified based on the OECD specialist meeting on 
Operator Aids for Severe Accident Management (SAMOA-2) held in Lyon, 8- 10 September, 1997. The development 
and implementation of operator aids for accident management was in progress but proceed slower than expected. [II / 4]. 
 
In Tractabel the RELAP5 based NPA has been found as an excellent plant analysis tool [II/13]. 
 
The Corys has developed the AL94 software development workshop for the simulator development. The developed 
platform had been used for making a VVER-1000 compact simulator for Ukraine, RBMK-1500 compact simulator 
for Ingalina, BN 600 fast breeder nuclear power plant simulator for the Siemens BOP concept, a multifunctional 
NPP simulator for the Krsko 2-loop Westinghouse plant, and VVER-440 simulators for Novoronezh and Kola 
plants in Russia, Rovno plant in Ukraina, Kozloduy plant in Bulgaria, Bohunice plant in Slovakia and Dukovany 
plant in Czech Republic [II/14]. The MMI Improvement and Operator Support System Development and testing was 
done for the Leningrad NPP as well [II/16]. 
 
TEPCO developed a special research simulator, which allows examination of the man-machine interface and human 
behaviour by using the new interface. The reference plant is a 1100 MWe BWR plant [II/18]. 
 
The self-training is one part of the operator training. The Ansaldo system has been tested in the Institute of Control 
Sciences in Moscow. The system applies the ABIS language for the emulation of instructor skills [II/19].  When 
systematic PSA studies are carried out, systematization is needed for performing related analyses. One this type of 
system is ISA (Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology). The methodology coordinates the use of SAC (beyond 
DBA), RELAP5 (thermohydraulics) and COPMA-II (operation procedure scheduler) in the integrated safety 
assessment. [II/20]. 
 
In 1997 new simulation capabilities could be presented for the GRS-developed ATLAS plant analyser: realisation of 
supplementary modules like Reliability Advisory System, Procedure Analysis and diagnostic system for SGTR accidents 
and implementation (in complement to ATHLET thermohydraulics code) of RALOC confinement behaviour and 
MELCOR severe accident codes. The applications have already been done for 4 plants (2 PWRs and 2 BWRs) and is 
under way for 3 others (1 PWR, 1 BWR and 1 Russian VVER 1000/230). [II/36].   A complete training course has 
been developed for in-vessel ans ex-vessel training using MELCOR code. [II/21]. 
 
The Doel simulator was used for the validation of a process monitoring and supervision systems, DIMOS (Distributed 
Monitorin System), developed by Belgatom [II/41].  
 
The modular CAMS systems, in particular the tracking simulator module, can provide assistance for the assessment of 
the future development of accidental situations and in planning mitigation strategies. The project is no more alive [II/42].  
 
An intelligent system providing help for accidental situation diagnostics was adapted from the LEGO code. This system 
was developed for the mixed gas-electrical power plant  was adapted for a VVER 1000 [II/43].  
 
The simulation strategy helped in defining management orientations for the Jose Cabrera NPP, especially for the case of 
nuclear emergencies [II/44].  
 
The APROS simulator took a major part in the revision of the Loviisa plant safety analysis, after the decision of power 
upgrading program (from 1375 to1500 MWth) implementation; APROS was used for the simulation of the classical 
accidents (LOCA, ATWS, SGTR,PRISE) with quite satisfactory results. The utilisation experience shows that the fine 6-
equation model is only necessary for a small number of transients (such as LBLOCA); for the other operational 
transients a 5-equation model is sufficient [II/45].  
 
Under the topic of Accident Management and the Use of the Simulator, two papers were presented [I/38], [I/39]. 
 
A long perspective concept was the plant for the Japanese super-simulator. The simulators should include best 
thermohydraulic models, modules for the multidimensional CFD simulation, capability for the 3D core calculation, 
a special view points on wide range scenarios including severe accidents, 3D multimedia interface, possibility for 
real time simulation with reduced modelling capability, but at the same time possibility for the detailed analyses 
with long computation times [I/37]. In 1997 the project was reported again. In Fig 8 the developmental schedule of 
the project is described [II/31]. 
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Figure 8:  Impact Super-Simulator Software Structure. 
 
The conclusion from the experiences were summarised in 1997 as follows. A substantial progress has been made in the 
last few years in the performance, accuracy and capability of simulators in the training area. Another interesting aspect is 
that also accident condition are currently addressed in training programs and that consequently training simulators are 
now capable to cope with abnormal plant conditions, at least up to Design Basis Accidents. The next challenge is to 
evaluate the possibility (and the convenience) to have training simulators able to go into severe accidents conditions.  
 
 
5. FUTURE TRENDS EVALUATED IN MEETINGS 1992 AND 1997 
 
There was an attempt to systematise the terminology for full scope, basic principle, partial scope, plant specific, generic 
and engineering simulators. In 1997 the old terminology is not valid any more, however. It was seen that the role of 
simulators is changing and the applications are becoming more diverse. The differences between training simulator 
and plant analyser software are disappearing.  
 
One conclusion is that future trends include evolution of physical models and numerical algorithms. Extensive validation 
efforts are needed to ensure the similarity with analysis tools. Due to fast development of the computation speed the gap 
between simulator codes with respect to advanced best estimate codes has nerly vanished.   
 
It was expected the adding multimedia effects will increase. In 1992 multimedia was understood as a locally 
implemented systems giving improved visual and sound effects. The operator should live like in the real control room. 
The present multimedia development gives more possibilities to this. Implementation into nuclear area has been 
progressed slowly. Perhaps the implementation of the computer guided operator procedures is more essential than the 
multimedia “disco effects”. 
 
The transfer the know-how and competence from the power plant builders to the present days user was seen important. 
The THICKET seminar supports this trend. 
 
It was seen that new capability of simulator software is needed for start-up and shutdown conditions. One example in 
these area is the midloop operations of Western PWR plants. 
 
Cooperation between OECD/CSNI and SCS was wished. It was believed that CSNI understands well safety analyses 
with detailed models and SCS the commercial simulation. This cooperation has not perhaps been realised. The SCS’s is 
rather strongly US oriented at present. 
 
One proposal was that mental model of operators should be developed. In fact the OECD Halden Project in working 
continuously into this direction.  
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It was seen that safety support systems are needed for supporting the operators. This is surely true, but it takes some time 
before the operator rely on computerised support tools. A suggestion was made to develop a simulator for plant 
maintenance procedure practices.  
 
A good co-operation between different experts, e.g. thermohydraulics, neutron physicists, human factor specialists, plant 
engineers and operators was recommended. Trend towards multifunction simulators and NPA’s was seed for training 
operators, technical staff, design and safety analyses. Soft panels lower cost alternative for multifunction simulator. 
 
Operators may rely too much on the system? This question has to be discussed continuously.  
 
Difference in opinions existed regarding whether SA should be included in simulators' models, in particular in full scope 
simulators. The benefits of having SA capabilities for operator training were questioned. Most of participants agreed that, 
although the emphasis should be on plant 'normal' operations and transits, at least some aspects of SA should be included. 
The first group to be trained would be the personnel in the SA support. 
 
The task for super-simulator development was challenging. It may be that the realisation has been slower than expected. 
In 2008 no sign exists on the real advancement of the project. 
 
 
6. ROLE OF SIMULATORS IN OPERATOR TRAINING 
 
The simulator meeting arranged in Finland focused mainly on the technical concepts development of the models in the 
simulators. But the another aspect is, how the operators itself experience the use of simulators. The Principal Working 
Group 1 (PWG-1) had an activity to identify the role of simulators in the operator training programs, from a human 
factors point of view, in OECD countries [3]. 
 
It was found that for most utilities this training is carried out on FSS, more than 80% of their Control Room Shift Teams 
receive training on full scope replica simulators. 
 
Specialised simulators are used in parallel with FSS. French utilities, for example, use specialised simulators for system 
specific training on chemical and volume control systems, turbine generator systems, and reactor control systems. A 
basic principle simulator is used as desktop classroom training tool. Spanish utilities are working with a Graphic 
Interface Simulator (SGI) for classroom training. Swedish and Swiss utilities use basic principles simulators for training 
on new equipment and fundamentals training. 
 
 
7. LICENSING AND USING COMPUTER-BASED I&C SYSTEMS 
 
The plant modernisation is actual in most of the nuclear power plants built in 1970’ies and 1980’ies.The original 
automation components are not fabricated any more. The process and chemical industry has at the head changed the 
traditional instrumentation into the computer-based automation. The nuclear industry has to follow the development. 
The biggest threshold so far has been, if the programmed automation is acceptable for critical fun actions, like 
reactor scram, pressure control and safety system actuations.  
 
To follow the fast development OECD arranged the Workshop on Licensing and Operating Experience of 
Computer-Based I&C Systems from 25h to 27th September 2001, in Hluboká nad Vltavou, Czech Republic [4]. 
Earlier in March 1996 the CNRA and CSNI organised a Workshop on Technical Support for Licensing Issues of 
Computer-Based Systems Important to Safety. The workshop was hosted by GRS/ISTec in Munich, Germany.  
Both meetings confirmed the general recommendations of the workshop, such as: 
 

* Digital systems can be used in safety systems provided that they meet local regulatory requirements 
* A wide spectrum of licensing approaches exists for the new technology 
* Further co-operation between the regulatory bodies is necessary to understand the regulatory basis for 

differences 
* It is important to collect information on actual experience in utilising software systems. 

 
The use of digital systems in NPPs is expanding rapidly. The most extensive applications of digital I&C systems 
have been made at the Darlington NPP in Canada, Sizewell B NPP in the UK, Chooz B1 (France), Kashiwazaki-
Kariva 6,7 in Japan, Wolsong 2,3,4 (Korea) and Temelin NPP in the Czech Republic. Recently, partial 
refurbishment of the obsolete I&C systems at some VVERs, e.g. Bohunice 1,2 (Slovakia) or Paksh 1,2 (Hungary) by 
digital ones was done, as well. The automation to the programmed automation and soft control room panels are 
taken into use at Loviisa plant (Finland) as well.  
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8. HUMAN FACTORS AND REFURNISHMENT OF CONTROL ROOMS 
 
Most of the nuclear power plants built in 1970’ies and 1980’ies have found the renewal of the control room only 
possible for the replacement of the old instrumentation. The most advanced concepts include the replacement of the 
control panels with CRT’s. At the same time the ergonomy aspects in the operator work need to be considered again.  
 
During the 23th-25th August 1999 the Workshop/Specialists meeting was held dealing with “Approaches for the 
Integration of Human Factors into the Upgrading and Refurbishment of Control Rooms.” [5]. The meeting was 
organised in co-operation with IAEA, and was hosted by the Halden  
 
It was concluded that a modern approach to control room design, be it for upgrading or complete refurbishment, 
requires the integration of many disciplines and approaches. The integration of human factors into such a process 
continues to present challenges. One psychologist commented orally few week ago: “New control room concepts are 
designed and realized, but enough studies has not been done, if during emergency situations the operators 
understand the plant behaviour well enough.” Perhaps a new TMI-2 is needed for finding the trap holes. 
 
 
9. SEVERE ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT (SAM) IN OPERATORS TRAINING 
 
After realising the severe accident scenarios for different plant, the severe accident management methods have been 
incorporated. For some plants the construction allows using the methods, which prevent the vessel penetration. One 
of the pioneering works has been the external vessel cooling into the Loviisa plant. As soon as new methods are 
included, the simulation methods are needed for the operator training. In addition to that he instrumentation should 
be capable to tell the operators the status of the process in the accident.  
 
The OECD organised the Workshop on Operator Training for Severe Accident Management (SAM) and 
Instrumentation Capabilities During Severe Accidents in Lyon, France from 12 to 14 March 2001 [6]. Basically, the 
Workshop was a follow-up to the 1997 Second Specialist Meeting on Operator Aids for Severe Accident 
Management (SAMOA-2) [Reports NEA/CSNI/R(97)10 and 27] and to the 1992 Specialist Meeting on 
Instrumentation to Manage Severe Accidents [Reports NEA/CSNI/R(92)11 and (93)3]. 
 
The meeting confirmed that only limited information is needed for making required decisions for SAM. In most 
cases existing instrumentation should be able to provide usable information. Additional instrumentation 
requirements may arise from particular accident management measures implemented in some plants. 
 
 
10. CLOSING REMARKS 
 
This presentation was written originally for the presentation in the THICKET seminar 7-11 June 2004 and renewed 
for the presentation in the THICKET seminar 5-9 May 2008. The material has been picked from the proceedings of 
the two CSNI specialists meetings. Additional features related to the latest development have been included based 
on own experiences. The development since 1992 and 1997 has not been extrapolated into present days. One reason 
is that in the model area the boarder between analysis models and simulator models is vanishing due to the increased 
speed of computers. The use of soft panels in control room make possible that even the analyst is working with the 
real plant user interface directly. In addition to this the programmable digital automation requires the use of 
simulators already during the plant design for testing the automation components. Finally no simplified program 
modules is used for the automation components, but the replica of automation modules is put directly into the full-
scope simulators as well. Then the only difference between the real plant and the simulator is the process itself, 
which is numerically calculated in the simulator but real in the plant. An it follows from the fast development of the 
computational speed that the core loading models, transient models, LOCA models and severe accident models as 
fast running versions may be used both as safety analysis tools and simulator models. 
 
The author thanks OECD/CSNI organisations on the interest to simulator modelling expertise gathered at VTT.  
 
 
ABBREVIATIONS 
 
ADS Automatic depressurisation system (ADS) 
AFW Auxiliary feedwater injection 
AM Accident management 
ATWS Anticipated transient without scram 
Blackout Loss of all external electricity, in-house electricity, failed start of diesels 
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BWR Boiling water reactor 
CRE   Control rod ejection 
CRT Computer display terminal 
CRW Control rod withdrawal 
DBA Desgin basis accident 
Doppler Effect of the fuel temperature to the neutronic power 
FSAR Final safety assessment report 
FW Feedwater injection 
HPCIS High pressure coolant injection system 
I&C Instrumentation and control 
LBLOCA Large break LOCA, 50 % –2*100 % size from the primary loop area 
LOCA Loss of coolant accident 
LOFW Loss of feedwater (as a transient) 
LPCIS Low pressure coolant injection system 
LWR Light water reactor 
MBLOCA Medium break LOCA, 5 % – 50 % size from the primary loop area 
MCCI Molten core concrete interaction 
MFS Multifunctional simulator 
MIPS Mega instructions per second, old computer speed indicator 
MFlops Mega floating point operations per second, old computer speed indicator  
MMI Man-machine interface 
MSIV Main steam isolation valve 
MSI MSIV isolation (as a trinsient) 
MSLB Main steam line break 
NC Natural circulation 
NPA  Nuclear plant analyzer 
NPP Nuclear power plant 
PHWR Pressurised heavy water reactor, e.g. Candu 
PORV Power operated relief valve 
PPC Plant process computer 
PRI Primary side in PWR, vessel in BWR 
PWR Pressurised water reactor 
PZR Pressurizer 
RIA Reactivity initiated accident, CRE, CRW, overcooling, boron dilution 
RCP Reactor coolant pump 
RPV Reactor pressure vessel 
RT Reactor trip (as a transient) 
RV Relief valve  
SA Severe accident 
SBLOCA Small break LOCA, 0.1 % – 5 % size from the primary loop area 
SEC Secondary side 
SG Steam generator 
SPECfp  Relative, standartised computer speed measurement for floating point operations 
SPECint  Relative, standartised computer speed measurement for integer operations 
SV Safety valve  
TH Thermal hydraulics  
TMI-2 Three Mile Island accident in the plant unit Nr. 2 
TT Turbine trip (as a transient) 
1φ Single-phase 
2φ Two-phase 
TMI-2:  The Three Mile Island accident was intiated by the FW pump trip, AFW was isolated due to earlier maintenance 

operations, PRSV opened for energy release and emptied the primary side, operators isolated HPCIS for a critical 
time period, most of the core melted. 
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Appendix - I:  Papers presented in the First Simulator Meeting, 9-12 June, 1992 
 
1A: Objectives, requirements 
1.  Classification and Optimization of Training Tools for NPP Simulator, G. VAN BILLOEN, Tractabel, 

Belgium . 
2.  Role of Simulators in Licensing and Operator Qualification in Germany,   D. GRONAU, A. KUHN, Siemens, 

Germany. 
3.  Role of Simulators in Licensing and Qualifications of Operators  R. C. EVANS, Numarc, USA. 
4.  A Utility Perspective on the Need and the Possibility of Diversifying the Use of the Tihange-2 Full Scope 

Simulator G. CLERMONT, Tractabel, Belgium. 
 
IB: Concepts 
5.  The United Kingdoms First PWR Full- Scope Training Simulator, J. A. RATCLIFF, Nuclear Electric, UK. 
6.  SIPA Simulator : Objectives of EDF and IPSN - Further Developments , J. PELTIER, F. GRIMALDI, CEA, 

France. 
7.  The Most Up-to-date Simulator for the P.W.R. Advanced Control Board , Y. NISHIMURA, T. 

TSUKAMOTO, Mitsubishi, Japan. 
8.  EWS Based Visual and Interactive Simulator for Plant Engineering, S. OHTSUKA, K. TANAKA, E. 

YOSHIKAWA, Toshiba, Japan. 
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9.  Development of a Full Scope Simulator for the Prototype FBR Monju, K. OZAWA, N. KOYAGOSHI, T. 
OKUDE, K. OHUCHI, Toshiba, Hitachi, Mitsubushi, Japan. 

10.  Nuclear Plant Analyzer, W. H. GRUSH, K.R. JONES, K. L. WAGNER, INEL, USA. 
 
II: Analytical models 
11.  Recent Analytical Model Developments for the FRAMATOME SAF Plant Analyser, J-P. BALEON, L. 

DZIALOSZYNSKI, J-L. GANDRILLE, Framatom, France. 
12.  Modelling of Thermalhydraulics and Reactor Physics in Simulators, J. MIETTINEN, VTT, Finland . 
13.  A Simplified Model for the Simulation of Operational and Accident Transients of  PWRs and PIUS Reactor, 

E. BREGA, C. LOMBARDI, M. RICOTTI, A. RILLI, ENEL, CeSNEF, Italy. 
14.  A Simulation Program for Westinghouse PWR´s, G. MARELLA, R. CALVO, ENEA, Italy, Westinghouse, 

USA. 
15.  TRANSURANUS: A Fuel Rod Analysis Code Ready for Use in Simulators and Plant Analyzers, K. 

LASSMAN, ITE, Germany. 
16.  Sustained Qualification Process for Full Scope Nuclear Power Plant  Simulators, J. PIRSON, E. STUBBE, L. 

VANHOENACKER, Tractabel, Belgium. 
17.  Assessment of Training Simulators with Advanced Models, R.M.FANEGAS, J. J. MUNõZ, J. A. RUIZ, A. 

TANARRO, Tecnatom, Spain. 
18.  Methods Employed to Speed up CATHARE for Simulation Uses, J-M. AGATOR, IPSN, France. 
19.  Validation of COMET - reactor Core Model based on Equivalence  Theory , C. PAQUETTE, H. 

TRAN-DUC, F. FRIEDMAN, CAE, Canada. 
20.  Automatic Creation of Simulation Configuration  the SIPA Workshop: SWORD, G. OUDOT, A. 

VALEMBOIS, Thomson, France. 
21.  Implementation of Thermal Hydraulic Network  Simulation Programs in CETRAN Environment, D. 

TRUMPLER, I. ALATALO, ABB, USA, ABB, Finland. 
22.  ANTHEM: Advanced Thermal-Hydraulic Model for Power Plant Simulators, R. BOIRE, J. SALIM, CAE, 

Canada. 
 
III: Experience 
23.  Experience Feedback on Operator Training on  Simulations at EDF, P. BILLARD, EDF, France. 
24.  FRAMATOME Experience in the SAF Plant Analyser Operation, B. BALLOT, Framatom, France. 
25.  BWR Transient Simulation within the German Nuclear Plant Analyzer (ATLAS), W. POINTNER, H. 

AUSTREGESILO, GRS, Germany.  
26.  Experience in the Use of Simulators, M. B. LEVITAN, INPO, USA. 
27.  Simulator Training in Accident Management - First Experiences in Germany, R. ISENBÜGEL, GSF, 

Germany. 
28.  Simulation of Hydrogen Generation and Mitigation in Advanced Compact Simulator, J-E. MARKLUND, J. 

MIETTINEN, EuroSim, Sweden. 
29.  Experience with Simulators for Development and Evaluation of Operator Support Systems at the OECD 

Halden Reactor Project, Ø. BERG, C. B. O. HOLMSTRÖM, F. S. VOLDEN, Halden, Norway, OECD. 
30.  Full Scope Upgrade Project for the Fermi 2 Simulator, D.BOLLACASA, J.B.GONSALVES, 

P.C.NEWCOMB, ABB, USA. 
31.  ROSA: A Realtime Object Oriented Software Environment for High Fidelity Replica Simulation, A. 

ABRAMOVITCH, L. WHITE, CAE, Canada. 
 
IV: Future  
32.  Open Design of ATLAS - Architecture and Future Extensions, D. BERAHA, T. VOGGENBERGER, GRS, 

Germany. 
33.  Present and Future Simulator Training for Nuclear Power Plant Operators at Tokyo Electric Power Company  

(TEPCO), A. OHIDE, T. SATO, H. ITO, M. ABE, TEPCO, Japan. 
34.  The Interactive Graphic Simulator (SGI) :  A Flexible Tool for a Customized Training and Other Purpose, F. 

ORTEGA, A. CARDOSO, Tecnatom, Spain.   
35.  An Interactive Simulator-Based Education System for BWR Emergency Procedure Guidelines , N. 

TANIKAWA, T. SHIDA, Hitachi, Japan.  
36.  APROS - Based Loviisa Nuclear Power Plant Analyzer, O. TIIHONEN, M. HÄNNINEN, E. K. PUSKA, 

VTT, Finland. 
37.  The Innovative Simulator for Nuclear Power Plants, A. KUROSAWA, H. OHASHI, M. AKIYAMA, IAE, 

Japan, Tokyo University, Japan. 
38.  Use of Simulators in (Severe) Accident Management, R.C. EVANS, Numarc, USA. 
39.  On the Use of Simulation Tools for Beyond Design Base Accident  Management  and training, A. SHARON, 

W. A. THOMAS, SCS, USA. 
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40.   Simulation of Severe Accident in Reactor Core for Training and Accident Management (paper not presented), 
M.R. Fakory, A.Onyemachi, S3, USA. 

 
 
Appendix - II:  Papers presented in the Second Simulator Meeting, 29 September -2 October, 1997 
 

Power Plant Simulation was held in Espoo, Finland, from September 29 through October 2, 1997. 
It was organised by CSNI Principal Working Group on Coolant System Behaviour (PWG2), Task 

 
1:  New objectives, requirements and concepts 
1.  Summary of the 1st Specialist Meeting on Simulators and Plants Analyzers held in Lappeenranta, Finland, 

9.12 June, 1992, J. MIETTINEN, VTT, Finland.  
2. Human machine Interaction research Experience and perspectives as Seen from the OECD Halden reactor 

Project, F OEWRE, Halden, Norway. 
3. Regulatory perspectives on NPP Simulator Applications, O.SANDERVAAG, SKI, Sweden. 
4. Summary and conclusions of the 2nd OECD Specialist Meeting on Operator Aids for Severe Accident 

management (SAMOA-2), B.DE BOECK, AVN, Belgium. 
 
2:  Trends in Simulation Technology 
5. ALICES: an Advanced Object-Oriented Software Workshop for Simulators, R.-L.SAYET, G.ROUAULT, 

D.PIEROUX, U.VAN HOURE, Corys, France, Tractabel, Belgium.  
6. CISO: Charter of Integration for Simulator Openness, L.PONTHEU, C.CAMEROLI, R.MARC, J.-F. 

PERNET, D.RIU, EDF, France. 
7. APROS – a Multifunctional Modelling Environment, K.JUSLIN, M.PALJAKKA, VTT,Finland. 
8. The Trend towards Windowns NT for Use in Simulation, J.RYAN, S.CHAN, RNI Techn., USA. 
9. GRASS – The Graphic System Simulation, J.-S. JANOSY, G-HAZI, L.SEREGI, B.K.SZABO, KFKI, 

Hungary. 
10. Using Intranet with Simulation, B.Stroem, GSE, Sweden. 
11. Enhanced Productivity of Simulation Engineers, C.RORHRMAN, GSE, USA. 
 
3:  Training and human factor studies using simulators 
12. Training of Nuclear Plant Personnel in the German Simulator Centre, E.HOFFMAN, GSE, Germany.  
13. Nuclear Plant Analyzer: An efficient Tool for Training and Operational Analyses, L.BARTSOEN, 

CS.MANDY, E.STUBBE, B.PEETERS, Tractabel, Belgium. 
14. Multifunctional Optimised Scope Simulator – New generation Tool for training and Analysis, J.BARTAK, 

P.HAUESBERGER, J.P.DALLEUR. J.HOUARD, Corys, France, BELGATOM, Belgium. 
15. Leningrad NPP Full Scope Simulator –new generation Tool for training and Analysis, S.D.MALKIN, 

V.V.SHALIA, I.D.RAKITIN, M.M.KHOUDIAKOV, RRC, Russia. 
16. Leningrad NPP Full Scope Simulator and Analytical Simulators as Tools for MMI Improvement and operator 

Support System Development and testing, I.D.RAKITIN, S.D.MALKIN, V.V.SHALIA, E.M.FEDOROV, 
N.N.LEBEDEV, M.M.KHOUDIAKOV, A.S.STEBENEV, RRC, Russia. 

17. HAMMLAB 2000 for Human Factor’s Studies, J.KVALEM, OECD-Halden, Norway 
18. Development of a research Simulator for the study of human Factors and Experiments, R.KAWANO, 

S.SHIBUYA, TEPCO, Japan. 
19. An Operator Self-Training System Based upon the Emulation of Instructor Skill, M.ZUENKOV, 

M.MARSILETTI, Andalso, Italy. 
20. Tree Simulation Technique for Integrated safety Assessment, E.MELENDEZ Asenbsio, J.M. IZQUIERDO 

RICHA, M.SANDEZ PWEREZ, J.HORTAL REYMUNDO, A.PEREZ MULAS, CSN, Spain. 
21. Phenomenology and Course of severe accidents in PWR Plants – Training by teaching and demonstration, 

M.SONNENKALB, J.RHODE, GRS, Germany. 
22. An Interactive Graphic Simulator for Garolia Nucoear Power Plant: Development and Applications: 

P.CORCUERA, M.CARCES, J.MELERA, J.GONZALES, J.V.LOPEZ, Univ.Cantabria, Spain. 
 
4:  Modelling Techniquies 
23. Coupling of 3D neutronic Models wit the System Code ATHLET, S.LANGENBUCH, K.VELKOV, GRS, 

Germany. 
24. Interfacing High-Fidelity Core Neutronic Models to Whole Plant Models, M.McELLIN 
25. Neutronic Aspects of the THOR Core Dynamic Model for Training Simulators,  Nuclear Electric, UK. 

L.S.BELBLIDIA, G.M.GRANDI, L.MOBERG, Scanpower, Norway. 
26. Coupled Neutronics and Thermal hydraulics Modelling in Reactor Dynamic Codes trab-3D and HEXTRAN, 

R.KYRKI-RAJAMÄKI, H.RÄTY, VTT, Finland. 
27. APROS 3-D Core Models for Simulators and Plant Analyzers, E.K.PUSKA. VTT, Finland.  
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28. Effective Modelling of hydrogen Mixing and catalytic Recombination in Conata9ijnment Atmosphere with 
Eulerian Containment Model, E.BOTTA, M.CARCASSI, F.FINESHI, C.FREPOLI, M.HEITSCH, R.MONTI, 
V.NOTINI, Univ.Pisa, Italy. 

29. ANTHEM2000TM, Integration of the ANTHEM Thermal Hydraulic Model in ROSETM Environment, 
S.BOIRE, M.NGUYEN, G.SALIM, , CAE, Canada. 

30. The Implementation of a Mid-loop Model for Doel 1/2 Training Simulator, U.VAN HOUTE, M.VAN 
DAMME, Belgatom, Belgium. 

31. The “IMPACT Super-Simulation” Project for Exploring NPP Fundamental Phenomena, H.UJITA, 
H.NAGUMO, N.ABE, K.M.VIEROV, M.AKIYAMA, M.NAIRTOH, M.SHIBA, NPEC, Japan.  

32. Latest Improvements on TRACPWR Six-Equation Thermohydraulic Code, N.RIVERO, T.BATUECAS, 
R.MARTINEZ, J.MUFIOS, G.LENHARDT, P.SERRANO,  Tecnatom, Spain. 

33. Evaluation of Two-Fluid and Drift Flux Thermohydraulics in APROS Code Environment. J.MIETTINEN, 
I.KARPPINEN, M..HÄNNINEN. J.YLIJOKI, VTT, Finland.  

34. A.NODALIZATION Study of Steam Separator in Real Time Simulation, H-LEIN, Z.-Y.WANG, 
R.T.J.LUTH, GSE, USA,  

 
5:  Plant Analysis Application 
35. Simulate-3 Core Model for Nuclear reactor Training Simulators, K.S.SMITH, G.ARBIN, GSE,Sweden. 
36. ATLAS: Application Experiences and Further Development, D.BERAHA, W.POINTNER, 

T.VOGGENBERGER, GRS, Germany. 
37. SAPHIR, a Simulator for Engineering and Training on N4-type Nuclear power Plants, VC.VOVAN, 

Framatome, France. 
38. The RELAP5 –Based NPA of the VVER TYPE PAKS NPP, A.GUBA, CS. MANDY, E.SATUBBE, I.TOTH, 

KFKI, Hungary. 
39. NPA Applications’ Development in the Nuclear Safety Authority Framework, A.MASELJ, D.VOJNOVIC, 

M.GREGORIC, SNSA, Slovenia. 
40. CATHARE Approach recommended by EDF/SEPTEN for training (or other) Simulators, B.PENTORI, 

F.IFFENECKER, F.POIZAT, EFD, France. 
41. Use of Simulators for Validation of Advanced Plant Monitoring Systems, G.UYTTERHOEVEN, M.DE 

VLAMINCK, D.JAVAUX, Belgatom,Belgium. 
42. CAMS as a Tool for Identifying and predicting Abnormal Plant States Using real Time Simulation, 

P.FANTONI, A.SOERENSEN, G.MEYER, Halden, Norway. 
43. An Intelligent Diagnostic Aid (IDAI Based upon the Simulated and Operational Experience, M.ZUENKOV, 

A.POLETYKIN, M.MARSILETTI, Ansaldo, Italy. 
44. Simulator Strategy for Managing Nuclear Emergencies at Jose Cabrera Nuclear power plant, L.REBOLLO, 

J.BLANCO, J.SAIZ, EW.MORALO, P.ALMEIDA, C.GOMEZ, Union Fenosam, Spain. 
45. Experiences of APROS in Nuclear Power Plant Safety Analyses, H.KANTEE, H.KALLIO, 

S.SAVOLAINEN, Fortum, Finland. 
 
6:  Simulator validation and qualification 
46. 3D Core Model for Simulation of Nuclear Power Plants: Simulation Requirements, Model Features, and 

Validation, H.ZERBINO, TT&S, France. 
47. The use of SIPA 2 Simulator for Safety Studies, Experience Feedbacks and Future Developments, 

J.M.DUMAS, D.LETEINTURIER, IRSN, France. 
48. A Verification and Validation Program for Simulators for Soviet Designed Nuclear Reactors, W.SAHIER, 

P.KOHUT, R.DAVIS, N.TUTU, V.ISSUPOV, BNL, USA. 
49. Interactive Graphical Analyzer Based on RELAP5/Mod3.2 – NPA, J.M.POSADA, M.MARTIN, 

F.REVENTOS, C.LLOPIS, PMSA, Spain. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


